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Nuance Document
Government Solutions for
U.S. Federal Government.
Nuance Document Government
Solutions product suite provides
many organizations within the
U.S. Federal Government with a
comprehensive platform for securely
managing document and content
transfer, including print management,
distributed document scanning,
and mobile and electronic capture
solutions. The purpose of this document is to provide an overview of the
recognized benefits and features of
Nuance’s solutions for government.
Solution benefits.
--Increases document security
& information assurance (IA)
Nuance’s software solutions
deliver enhanced information
security by protecting the
content on documents that
are transmitted throughout an
organization, for example, to &
from a networked multifunction
device (MFD). By enabling
centralized control of document
output and document capture
in a single platform, Nuance
mitigates the risks of data loss
and PII exposure while reducing
the costs associated within
these functions.

--Streamlines & automates
government processes
Nuance’s solutions enable
government customers to
streamline their documentbased business processes
into simplified, cost-effective
automated workflows. Business
process automation with
Nuance reduces expenditures
associated with mission critical
operations, eliminates inefficient
manual activities and improves
information sharing across
departments.
--Reduces cost
In support of U.S. Executive
Order 13589, Nuance’s output
solutions enable a systematic
and automated method to
reduce print costs and total
cost of ownership (TCO) of print
devices by providing robust
printing metrics and advanced
rules-based printing across an
entire fleet of print devices. On
the document capture side,
Nuance’s software automates
document workflow to reduce
costs associated with manual
document handling, indexing,
storage and retrieval.

Key benefits
––Increases document security
and information assurance (IA).
––Streamlines and automates
government processes.
––Reduces cost.
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Solution features.
– Easy-to-use personalized user
experience at the MFD, including
“Scan to My Folders” and
“Release My Prints”.

– Rules-based printing logic to
optimize printing efficiency
and security.

– CAC/PIV card authentication
integration with single sign-on at
the MFD, in support of HSPD-12
compliance.

– Secure integration with Microsoft
SharePoint.

– Encrypted data transmission
from the MFD, in support of
FIPS 140-2 compliance.
– Secure print release
(“pull printing”) from both
Windows applications and
mainframe systems.
– Validation of network destinations
prior to document delivery.
– Personally identifiable information
(PII) filter to safeguard
sensitive content.
– Full, centralized audit trail of all
documents printed, scanned,
and faxed.

– Secure integration with network
fax servers.

– Powerful and intelligent optical
character recognition (OCR).
– Secure web and mobile
device integration.
– Centralized configuration and
management of all networked
print devices.
– Uninterrupted performance
through load balancing and high
availability configuration support.
To learn more about Nuance Output
Manager please call 1-800-327-0183
or visit nuance.com
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